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   - Ignore Asian Character Width finds only those Kana characters that exactly match the text you enter.
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ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN REFEREEED JOURNALS


**Millet, I.** Improving the Quality of the Analysis Phase. *Journal of Systems and Software* 51:151-153.


Warwick, J. and **P. Mansfield.** Credit Card Consumers: College Students’ Knowledge and Attitude. *Journal of Consumer Marketing* 17(7):617-626.
ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN REFEREEED PROCEEDINGS


Mansfield, P. M. and J. Warwick. The Impact of Post-complaint Satisfaction with the Salesperson, Retailer, and Manufacturer on Relationship Commitment. Enhancing Knowledge Development in Marketing: Proceedings of the American Marketing Association Summer Marketing Educators’ Conference, pp. 204-205. Chicago IL.

Jill’s House of Cakes. Case in Western Decision Sciences Institute Proceedings, pp. 264-266. Maui HI.
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MANUSCRIPTS ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION

Beaumont, J. Revolutionizing Runner Designs in Hot and Cold Runner Molds. *2001 ANTEC.*


Barnard, D. (song) *Diehl Stands for Children*. School song commissioned by the Harry S. Logan Foundation and Diehl Elementary School, Erie, PA.


Dougherty, S.  *Except By Falling*.  Mesa State University, 84 pp.


(review) Bernard Donzal.  *Rhetoric in an Anti-Foundationalist World* in *Composition*.


(poem) Film Noir Condom, Origami Condom, Condom Poem #23, At the Rally, Condom Poem #25, *Nexus*.


(poem) Alphabet at the End of the Century, *Chelsea* 68.


How to Survive on the Tenure Track. Associated Writing Programs *Chronical Job List* 7 (March/April 2000): cover, pp. 10-14; also, on-line at awpwriter.org/careers.


(review) Crimes Against Humanity, In Library Journal 125(14):232 (9/1/00).

(review) Eastward to Tatary: Travels in the Balkans, In Library Journal 125(16):120 (10/1/00).


Two poems in Beloit Poetry Journal 50(3), (Spring): We Call it Hot Blood and Hum It, p.33. A Parable of Dust and Color, pp. 34-36.

(poem) Rumors in the Heart of the Pear. Flint Hills Review 5:96.
Three poems in *High Plains Literary Review* 15(1), (Spring):
Just Under What We Call Landscape, pp. 48-49.
The Coroner's Soliloquy, p. 50.
Her Naked Feet Sang Mozart, pp. 51-52.


Two poems in *Sonora Review* 37/38, (Fall).
Smoke and Songs to Heal the Moon, pp. 76-78.
This Gray Bluff of Salvation, pp. 76-78


**Pancake, A.** ‘Similar Outcroppings From the Same Strata’: The Synonymous Development Imagery of Appalachian Natives and Natural Resources. *The Journal of Appalachian Studies* 6:100-108 (Spring/Fall).

(short story) Jolo. Published in *Mid-American Review*, 21(1):6-22 (Fall)

(short story) Revival. Published in *Virginia Quarterly Review*, 76(4):713-720 (Fall).


**Skarupski, K.** and R. E. Cherrick. Concerns Regarding Workforce Participation for People with HIV/AIDS. *American Journal of Vocational Assessment* (December).


(report) JFK Senior Center Outcomes Management Study. The John F. Kennedy Senior Center, Erie PA (9/19/00).


Jazz Reviews. *PMEA News*  
p. 18 (Summer).  
p. 18 (Fall).


**Blakney, T.** Comparisons of 140 Calculus Grading, 15 pp.


**Campbell, M. A.** and J. Patel. Solanum tuberosum cystathionine-gamma-synthase (CGS1) mRWA, complete cds. *GenBank Submission*.


Leaver, D. CHEM 17 Lab Manual – 4 New Experiments Written For Fall Semester.

CHEM 14H Packet of Course Materials Supplementary to Lab Manual.


McCarney, M. Prerequisite Skills Review for Algebra I. 24 pp. plus answers. McDougal Littel.
McDougal Littel.


**Singh, P.** and A. Weeroakoddy. Manova with Random Subject Effects.

**Spudich, T. M.** *Quantitative Analysis Lab Manual for CHMBD 221*.


Acculative Review Supplement. Algebra I.


